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Abstract

This paper presents observations of environmental conditions and landscape characteristics as they pertain to issues of in-

frastructure stability and sustainability that were recorded during a site visit in and around the hamlet of Cambridge Bay dur-

ing the summer of 2009. Observational and model-based analysis of sea-level change was also investigated. This research is

designed to assist the development of future community planning activities. It highlights issues of permafrost degradation,

surface drainage, building pad construction and the potential for increased wave erosion in coastal areas, particularly be-

yond the hamlet’s inner harbour where cabins may be located.

Résumé

Le présent rapport fait état des observations auxquelles les auteurs se sont livrés à l’étude des conditions environnementales

et des caractéristiques géomorphologiques, dans la mesure où ces questions ont trait à la stabilité et à la durabilité des infra-

structures, lors d’une visite des sites dans le hameau de Cambridge Bay et sa périphérie au cours de l’été 2009. Une analyse

du changement du niveau marin a également été entreprise à partir de ces observations et à l’aide de modèles. L’objet de ces

recherches est de fournir les outils nécessaires à la mise en œuvre d’activités de planification communautaire futures. Elles

mettent en évidence les questions liées à la dégradation du pergélisol, au drainage en surface, à la construction de plates-

formes de bâtiments et aux risques que pose l’augmentation de l’action érosive des vagues dans les régions côtières, surtout

au-delà de l’arrière-port du hameau, où des cabines peuvent avoir été érigées.

Introduction

Arctic coastal communities are recognized as being partic-

ularly sensitive to projected climate change. Some of this

sensitivity reflects the dynamic and direct linkage commu-

nity members have with the land and surrounding seas,

both in terms of their use as travel corridors and for tradi-

tional hunting and other country food harvesting. Changes

in sea-ice regime, particularly in terms of the seasonal ex-

tent, thickness and stability of ice, are likely to have the

greatest immediate impact on the residents of Arctic coastal

communities. The focus of this reconnaissance assessment,

however, is landscape stability and sea-level change as they

pertain to potential impacts on existing infrastructure, and

how such insights can be used to guide future adaptation

strategies and land-use planning activities. This is a subject

of growing interest and relevance given the rate of recent

climate changes witnessed and the development pressures

in many northern communities (cf. Furgal and Prowse,

2008; National Round Table on the Environment and the

Economy, 2009; Forbes, 2011; Government of the

Northwest Territories, 2011).

Information presented here is based on a site visit to Cam-

bridge Bay from August 21 to 26, 2009, by the authors and

Canadian Institute of Planners members C. Callihoo and
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T. Romaine. Information gathered during the community

visit included field surveys and foot traverses throughout

the townsite and along the surrounding gravel roads, as

well as conversations with community members and staff

from various community and regional organizations.

Location and physiography

The hamlet of Cambridge Bay (population 1477 [Statistics

Canada, 2006]; 69°07'02"N, 105°03'11"W) is located on

southeastern Victoria Island in a protected setting near the

head of an L-shaped harbour forming the inner part of Cam-

bridge Bay (Figure 1). The bay lies on the north side of the

narrows extending from Dease Strait in the west to Queen

Maud Gulf in the east, between Victoria Island and the

mainland (Kiillinnguyaq, formerly known as Kent Penin-

sula).

The inner bay forming the harbour is oriented northwest-

southeast, protecting it from waves from the outer bay. At

the inner end, a triangular embayment extends northeast to

the mouth of Freshwater Creek. An inlet, Kangiqhuk (for-

merly known as West Arm), extends about 6 km west from

the main body of the bay. The original settlement site was

on the east side of the bay across Freshwater Creek from the

present hamlet. The present-day settlement lies at the head

of the bay facing southeast toward the mouth of the har-

bour. An extensive gravel road network reaches about

15 km to the northeast, to Iqaluktuuttiaq (formerly known

as Greiner Lake) and Uvayuq (formerly known as Mount

Pelly), 15 km to the north, and 10 km to the west, with all-

terrain vehicle trails continuing beyond. Community infra-

structure extends 3 km inland (north) to the water-supply

lake and almost 4 km to the west to the end of the airport

runway, beyond which the gravel road extends another

6 km toward a large gravel pit and southwest-facing coast-

line where a number of houses and cabins have been built.

Bedrock in the area consists of mainly flat-lying, ancient

(Precambrian or Cambrian) carbonate rocks (limestone or

dolostone) with smaller proportions of sandstone, siltstone

and shale (Okulitch, 1991). Bedrock is exposed along the

eastern and western shores of the bay, at the mouth of

Freshwater Creek, along the shores of Kangiqhuk, and in

quarries on the west and north sides of the hamlet.

The Cambridge Bay townsite is situated on terrain mapped

as till veneer, constituting a patchy, <1 m cover of clast-

rich, sandy diamict deposited during the last glaciation

(Sharpe, 1993; Figure 2). The area north of the town and

160 Canada-Nunavut Geoscience Office

Figure 1: Cambridge Bay and vicinity on southeastern Victoria Island, Nunavut (UTM zone 13). Landsat 7 orthorectified panchromatic
image (15 m resolution; GeoBase

®
, 1999–2003) with roads (magenta) from National Road Network (GeoBase

®
, 2009).
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west toward Kangiqhuk (including the airport and distant

early warning [DEW] line station) is covered by a till blan-

ket, with regional thicknesses indicated to be up to 5 m, lo-

cally interbedded with meltwater deposits of sand and

gravel (Sharpe, 1993). Field observations as part of this re-

connaissance survey suggest local till thicknesses are in the

order of 1–3 m. A prominent esker ridge (up to 6 m high)

runs for ~10 km along the valley of Freshwater Creek (Fig-

ure 2). The community cemetery is situated atop the esker

near the mouth of Freshwater Creek (Figure 3) and the

Uvayuq road (formerly known as Mount Pelly road) fol-

lows the esker eastward. The esker is composed of fine to

medium sand with little gravel content, making it unsuit-

able as a potential granular aggregate resource. Deglac-

iation occurred prior to 8.9 ka 14C BP, after which the entire

landscape, up to at least 180 m, was inundated by the sea

(Sharpe, 1993). There is little evidence of marine sediments

in the area; however, prominent flights of raised sandy

beaches in the Tikiraaryuaq (formerly known as Long

Point) area, and a washed surface lag (nearshore or beach

shingle; Figure 4), which armours much of the terrain, re-

cords evidence of marine inundation.

Permafrost and periglacial environments

Cambridge Bay lies within the zone of continuous perma-

frost, with a thin (<1 m) active (seasonal thaw) layer, below

which the ground materials and bedrock remain frozen

year-round. Evidence of massive ground ice and excess ice

(ice wedges and thermokarst depressions) are found in low-

lying areas surrounding ponds. There is little evidence for

the presence of excess ground ice in the present-day Cam-

bridge Bay built-up area, but there are indications of excess

ice in areas around the DEW line station and in isolated ar-

eas east of the airport runway (Figure 5). The absence of

ground-ice features in much of the Cambridge Bay region

likely reflects the generally thin cover of sediment overly-

ing bedrock, the coarse nature of the sediment and the re-

gional slope that has allowed this sediment to drain. Uncon-

solidated sediments in the region may well contain

interstitial ice and potentially in sufficient quantities as to

become a hazard to infrastructure development. Further-

more, because the area was submerged below sea level fol-

lowing deglaciation and has subsequently been uplifted,

saline permafrost conditions likely exist in the Cambridge

Bay area, and thus warrant study as part of any engineering

assessment (cf. Biggar and Sego, 1993; Hivon and Sego,

1993).

Ice wedges are characteristic features of permafrost envi-

ronments and form below the active layer due to the thermal

contraction of the ground under extreme winter cold condi-

tions. Spring meltwater seeps into the cracks and freezes at

depth, leading to the formation of a vertical wedge of ice in

the permafrost. Repeated cycles of winter cracking and in-

filtration of water lead to the progressive thickening and

growth of ice wedges, which manifest as surface geomor-

phological features such as ice-wedge fissures, or where a

number of these intersect, ice-wedge polygons. If the ther-

mal equilibrium properties of an area change, either

through increases in summer temperature or the removal of

vegetation cover or sediments from the active layer, the top
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Figure 3: Sandy esker ridge at mouth of Freshwater Creek,
Nunavut. Esker trends northeast for ~10 km toward Uvayuq (for-
merly known as Mount Pelly) in the background. The community
cemetery is situated along the flanks of the esker (foreground).

Figure 4: Beach shingle (washed till and weathered bedrock), up
to 30 cm thick, exposed along Uvayuq road (formerly known as
Mount Pelly road), Cambridge Bay, Nunavut.

Figure 5: Thermokarst pond adjacent to the airport road, northeast
of the runway, Cambridge Bay, Nunavut. Construction of road
blocked natural drainage allowing surface ponding of water that
has then thawed ice-rich sediments below. Continued growth of the
pond is seen by radially extending slump scars and collapse of 10–
25 cm thick mats of peat into the pond. This exposes underlying
sediments to thaw and further settlement.



of the ice wedges can begin to melt. Where thawing ice

wedges intersect small ponds, they can serve as drainage

conduits, resulting in the disappearance of small surface

water bodies. An example of this was seen south of the

Uvayuq road (Figure 6).

Where finer sediments and organic materials have accumu-

lated, such as in regional depressions, and where slope

wash may have carried them in, active periglacial land-

forms are found (Figure 7). These landforms are created by

freezing and thawing of the active layer and frost-churning

of finer sediments and clast material. They represent con-

straints on infrastructure development, requiring sediment

and gravel pads to be placed atop them, in order to

translocate the active layer upward into the pad materials,

thus stabilizing the surface sediments within the permafrost

zone prior to development.

Unconsolidated sediments on gentle to steep slopes in the

area are subject to gelifluction, the slow downslope move-

ment of earth materials on a frozen substrate. This is fairly

inconsequential to the stability of infrastructure such as

roads, as the rate of ground movement is so slight that the

frequency of road regrading, as part of regular surface

maintenance, would more than offset any ground move-

ment. Where infrastructure is fixed to the ground, or where

it crosses areas undergoing differential rates of slope move-

ment, problems can occur. This appears to be the case with

the raised pipeline leading north from the community’s fuel

tank farm at the harbour (Figure 8). In a low-lying area, the

pipeline is rigidly anchored to wooden crib foundations

atop small gravel pads. Where the pipeline traverses a mod-

erate slope, it is anchored to saucer disks designed to allow

the pipe to flex and bend and at the same time ‘float’ above

the underlying deforming sediments. A conspicuous angu-

lar kink in the pipe (Figure 8a) suggests that this system is

not operating as it should, and that differential horizontal

and vertical ground movement above and below the kink is

bending the pipe, creating a potential for rupture. The dis-

placement of the wooden cribbing also shows evidence of

differential vertical movement, such that a second kink has

formed (Figure 8b). This may relate to surface ponding of

water around the structures and thawing of ice-rich sedi-

ments below, or to the formation of ice within underlying

sediments. Gelifluction and slope sediment deformation

may also be a long-term concern to the buried water pipe-

line servicing the hamlet, as there is potential for pressure

buildup against the pipe in areas where it obliquely

traverses slopes.

Sea-level change

The global mean sea level is rising. It rose about 1.8 ±0.5 mm/

yr from 1961 to 2003 (Meehl et al., 2007). During the de-

cade 1993–2003, the rate was 3.1 ±0.7 mm/yr, but it is not

yet clear how much of that may have been due to decadal-

scale variability rather than an acceleration in the trend.

The effect of this sea-level rise at Cambridge Bay will de-

pend on several factors. First, how the mean sea level in the

Arctic Archipelago relates to the global mean sea level.

Second, how fast the land is rising in the Cambridge Bay

area. Third, the effects of ice melt from glaciers, ice caps

and the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. The effects of
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Figure 7: a) Planners from the Canadian Institute of Planners and Government of Nunavut examining area of prominent periglacial activity
(gelifluction and frost-churning) on lands proposed for development on the west side of the hamlet of Cambridge Bay, Nunavut. b) Well de-
veloped nonsorted circles up to 0.75 m wide in the same area.

Figure 6: Small (8 m across) surface pond, south of the Uvayuq
road (formerly known as Mount Pelly road), Nunavut, that has rap-
idly drained along thawing ice wedges, which intersected the pond.



this melt will be variable around the globe. Counter-intu-

itively, the effect of Greenland ice melt will be to lower sea

level in areas close to the ice sheet, including much of the

Canadian Arctic. This is the so-called ‘finger-printing’ ef-

fect (Conrad and Hager, 1997; Mitrovica et al., 2001),

which will serve to limit the rate of sea-level rise in most

Canadian Arctic communities. These factors are explained

and discussed at length in a Geological Survey of Canada

report on projections of relative sea-level rise at the five pi-

lot communities of the Nunavut Climate Change Partner-

ship (James et al., 2011).

The present-day rate of postglacial uplift at Cambridge

Bay, estimated by a self-consistent combination of geologi-

cal evidence and from a geophysical model (see Allard et

al., 2014), is 3.7 ±2 mm/yr (James et al., 2011). Thus, it is

within the range of the reported rate of sea-level rise for

1993–2003 (Meehl et al., 2007). If local sea level rises more

slowly than the rate of uplift, then sea level will appear to go

down at Cambridge Bay (relative sea-level fall). However,

if sea-level rise exceeds the rate of uplift, there will be a rise

in relative sea level at a rate equal to the difference between

the rate of sea level rise and the rate of uplift.

The effect of finger-printing will be to decrease the rates of

sea-level rise in the Arctic. The various scenarios adopted

by James et al. (2011) for projecting possible future relative

sea-level rise at Cambridge Bay indicate a range for the

next 90 years (2010–2100) from –25 cm (local sea-level

fall) to +45 cm (local sea-level rise). They concluded that

the most probable amount will be somewhere between –15

and +30 cm. Incorporating uncertainty in the estimate of

land uplift, they estimated the range to be from –35 to +

50 cm. The most recent report of the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (2013) uses new emission scenar-

ios and adjusts the estimates of the Meehl et al. (2007) re-

port, which was used for the local projections described

above, but does not alter the conclusion that limited sea-

level rise in Cambridge Bay is a possibility that needs to be

considered in the planning process.

Short-term variability is also worth bearing in mind.

Church and White (2006) showed that decadal average sea-

level rise, on a global basis, ranged from –1 to +4 mm/yr be-

tween 1870 and 1995. This suggests that the recent acceler-

ation documented from 1993 to 2003 is not anomalous, and

there may be periods of several years when sea level rise is

almost equal the rate of land uplift at Cambridge Bay and

these may become more common with accelerated global

sea-level rise.

The tidal range varies from neap to spring tides on a fort-

nightly pattern, and lesser variations occur at longer time

scales. The tidal range at Cambridge Bay is small, 0.4 m at

mean tides and 0.5 m at large (spring) tides, and the maxi-

mum recorded water level is 1.4 m (chart datum), 0.9 m

higher than mean water level and 0.6 m above the level of

higher high water at large tides (Canadian Hydrographic

Service, 2002). During the late August 2009 field visit,

there was a run of unusually high tides, with predicted high

water at 1.0 m in the early afternoon from August 20 to 23

and 0.9 m in the mid-afternoon on August 24 and 25 (Fig-

ure 9a). This was apparent in observed flooding of

Puccinellia sp. grass above the usual high-tide line along

the shore below the airport road (Figure 9b). This grass typ-

ically occupies saline areas, above high tide, that are

flooded intermittently by storm surges. On the afternoon of

August 24, there was a brisk south wind forming small

waves inside the harbour. These waves were able to rework

beach gravel both southwest of the hamlet and along the

shore southeast of the community and created a breach in

the very thin fringing barrier beach a little farther west,
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Figure 8: a) Prominent kink in fuel pipeline outside Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, suggests that differential slope movement (gelifluction) is
stressing and bending the pipeline. Several of the plastic saucers that the pipeline is affixed to are broken such that they appear to no longer
‘float’ atop the land surface, but instead, have become anchored to it. b) Kink in pipeline at right side of central wooden crib is likely the result
of settling of the rightmost crib, to which the pipeline is rigidly adhered. Ponding of surface water in this area may have resulted in thawing of
underlying ice-rich sediments leading to differential settling.



flooding a saline meadow behind (Figures 9b, 10a). In a

small cove nearby, a miniature bayhead barrier beach has

formed (Figure 10b), suggesting that relative sea level is

nearly stable.

Overall, coastal hazards at Cambridge Bay are thought to

be minimal. The community is located on an excellent har-

bour with good protection from waves and mobile ice. The

site also provides protection from storm surges and the

gravel and rock shores in the harbour are reasonably resis-

tant to erosion. Camps on the land along the coast to the

west may be more exposed to waves from Coronation Gulf

and more vulnerable to ice ride-up.

Urban hydrology

The ineffective and inefficient routing of meltwater and

rainwater is universally identified as a problem in northern

communities. Significant problems are created by poorly

maintained (sometimes blocked) or undersized drainage

culverts, insufficient grading of slopes and a lack of retro-

fitting of downstream drainage systems. The current

systems cannot handle new upslope infrastructure develop-

ment, which results in an increased and hurried routing of

meltwater and precipitation. Examples of impeded drain-

age relating to these various factors were noted throughout

the hamlet of Cambridge Bay (Figure 11).

Ponding of surface water was most prevalent in areas of

western Cambridge Bay (Figures 11, 12). Surface water

ponding is problematic for several reasons:

1) Water ponded on the surface absorbs solar energy more

readily than surrounding earth materials. This heat is

then transferred downward into the ground, potentially

thawing underlying ice-bearing sediments.

2) The thawing of ice-bearing sediments leads to ground

subsidence, which in turn leads to increased potential

ponding of water. If water is allowed to pond in front of

culverts, ground subsidence may eventually lead to

stranding of the culverts above the lower water levels.
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Figure 9: a) Local waves, generated inside bay by brisk southerly wind, mobilize gravel on small beach, southwest of the hamlet of Cam-
bridge Bay, Nunavut. Water level near higher high tide, August 24, 2009. b) Water breaches a thin fringing barrier beach, southeast of the
hamlet.

Figure 10: a) Rising tide, with onshore wind, flood Puccinellia sp. turf on gravel flats southwest of hamlet of Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, on
August 24, 2009; approaching a 0.9 m (chart datum) high tide. b) Very small transgressive bayhead barrier beach in cove near fuel tanks,
near the hamlet of Cambridge Bay, August 24, 2009.
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Figure 11: Sites noted in Cambridge Bay where surface water was impounded, or where culvert size, integrity or position appeared prob-
lematic, August 2009 (UTM zone 13N). Backdrop is orthorectified, 15 m resolution, panchromatic Landsat 7 imagery acquired in July 2001
(GeoBase

®
, 1999–2003); CAD vector mapping data (2009) courtesy of Government of Nunavut, Department of Community and Govern-

ment Services, Kugluktuk; and National Road Network vector data from GeoBase
®

(2009).

Figure 12: Examples of ponded surface water in the hamlet of Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, owing to improper grading or positioning of drain-
age culverts.



3) Ponding of surface water acts to saturate underlying ac-

tive layer (seasonally thawed) sediments. During win-

ter, these sediments will freeze and the volumetric ex-

pansion of ice accentuates ground heave, potentially

causing damage to surrounding infrastructure.

4) Ponded, stagnant surface water will provide breeding

habitat for mosquitoes, contributing to their nuisance

factor. In addition, children playing in the stagnant wa-

ter could be exposed to potentially harmful bacteria. Al-

though the risk of this is lessened with the cool summer

climate, future warming could lead to increased risk.

Surface water ponding was also identified along sections of

the buried water pipeline servicing the community (Fig-

ure 13). Saturation of sediments surrounding the pipeline

could lead to both differential heave and thaw settlement,

affecting the pipeline’s integrity over time. Improved grad-

ing/drainage may be required to address this issue if

deemed a sufficient risk.

Snow drifting is also a significant component of urban hy-

drology planning, and is problematic in all Arctic commu-

nities. Several examples of former or derelict snow fences

are found in the northwestern part of Cambridge Bay,

clearly illustrating that it is a problem that the community

has tried to mitigate in the past. In the planning of new in-

frastructure development, particularly in the peripheral and

northwestern portions of Cambridge Bay, it would be wise

to consider the potential for snow drifting when deciding

on such things as building alignment and spacing and road

design. The impacts of snow drifting go beyond issues of

building access. Snow is a very effective insulator of the

ground. Permafrost stability in the north is recognized in

terms of both summer thaw potential and the intensity of

winter freezing. If snow is allowed to accumulate in areas

where it normally doesn’t, then it will insulate the underly-

ing permafrost preventing heat loss, which potentially

leads to deeper summer thaw (downward expansion of the

active layer) and thawing of ice-bearing sediments in sum-

mer. Snowdrifts also act to concentrate meltwater in spring

and prolong the flow of water through the community.

Perceived sensitivities to climate change

Observations from this reconnaissance visit, and subse-

quent research presented above, are used to infer a range of

landscape sensitivities to potential climate change in the

Cambridge Bay region. It is stressed, however, that these

inferences require more field-based study before they may

be incorporated into a design/adaptation strategy. They are

perhaps most useful in identifying knowledge needs/gaps

that can be used to support the planning process.

1) In the specific context of climate warming, landscape

hazards in Cambridge Bay appear to pose a low risk.

This is not to say that there could not be significant im-

pacts on local infrastructure. It is just that because most

of the town is situated on a thin veneer of sand and clast-

rich glacial sediments overlying stable bedrock, it can

be regarded as occupying an enviable building plat-

form. As the community expands into peripheral low-

lying and sloped areas, where there is greater sediment

thickness, ice content and periglacial activity, relative

degrees of infrastructure risk may increase.

2) While increased open water and wave action brought on

by reductions in summer sea ice create a significant

threat to coastal stability in many Arctic communities,

the protected setting of the Cambridge Bay harbour

minimizes this risk. Houses, cabins and roads located

near the seashore northwest of the airport and south of

Tikiraaryuaq do potentially face increased threat of

storm surge, wave action and ice ride-up or pile-up, as

their exposure is much greater.

3) Thermokarst ponds, ice wedges and ground subsidence

in areas of surface-water ponding demonstrate that

varying quantities of excess ground ice occur within

surficial deposits in the Cambridge Bay area. Assess-

ment of ground ice content would be considered an inte-

gral part of any infrastructure expansion. While excess

ground ice represents a potential hazard to infrastruc-

ture stability, in some cases it can be mitigated through

effective engineering and design measures.

4) The coarse-grained, gravel-rich materials used to con-

struct roads and building pads in the Cambridge Bay

area are an asset to the region’s infrastructure stability.

Construction of roads and pads with more sand-rich ma-

terial, as has been observed in other communities,

makes them particularly vulnerable to washout from

flooding during the spring snow melt and extreme sum-

mer rainfall events, as may be anticipated under various

climate change scenarios. While the main community

gravel pit north of the airport appears to be nearing its

end, there are a number of sites near the townsite where
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Figure 13: Surface water ponding adjacent to the buried water
pipeline near the water-supply lake for the hamlet of Cambridge
Bay, Nunavut. Surface water leads to saturation of underlying sedi-
ments and the seasonal formation of ice layers, resulting in in-
creased ground heave.



suitable bedrock is being quarried to produce granular

aggregate. This is recognized as being costly, as well as

having undesirable noise and dust issues associated

with it, so undertaking a broader, regional, granular ag-

gregate assessment may be beneficial to the community.

Although the Freshwater Creek esker is too sandy to be

of much use, other eskers in the region (Sharp, 1993)

may have more promising sedimentological character,

and could be accessed through winter-haul activities.

5) The use of gravel building pads and integrative space-

frame foundations for new housing multiplexes appears

well-adapted to environmental conditions in Cambridge

Bay. In some cases, pad thicknesses were noted to vary

between adjacent buildings, including sites where

thicknesses appeared insufficient to ensure that founda-

tions were raised above seasonal water ponding. The

pads themselves appeared to be unable to fully thaw and

drain each summer. Where expansion occurs to the

northwest, attention will need to be paid to ensure suffi-

cient pad thicknesses are used to mitigate periglacial

activity in the area.

6) Urban hydrology will continue to be an area of focus

and concern in reflection of present environmental con-

ditions, as well as those that may occur as a result of fu-

ture climate change. Attention to routing, integration

and volume capacity of drainage networks will require

reassessment with each stage of community expansion.

Armouring of drainage ditches with coarser rock mate-

rial may be required to prevent channel erosion, particu-

larly in light of potentially extreme summer rainfall

events or early season rain-on-snow events. As a gen-

eral principle, surface ponding of water should be

avoided wherever possible.

7) Snow drifting is a recognized development issue in

Cambridge Bay. With a move to larger multiplex hous-

ing units, the importance of attention to drifting issues

should increase, along with accordant concerns about

access limitations, winter snow removal and spring

melt. It is possible that large snow-fence structures, such

as those employed upwind of the Road to Nowhere sub-

division in Iqaluit, may be useful in mitigating some of

the impacts of snow drifting in Cambridge Bay.

Changes in snowfall amounts and storm trajectories

projected to occur under various climate change scenar-

ios may also require a reassessment of existing infra-

structure adaptations.

Economic considerations

This paper seeks to illustrate existing environmental and

landscape hazards in and around the hamlet of Cambridge

Bay, and those that may be further compounded as a conse-

quence of climate change. Understanding of these condi-

tions and the risks they pose to infrastructure can be inte-

grated with future community planning in order to enhance

stability and sustainability, thereby reducing costs of infra-

structure development and maintenance.
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